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Outline

• Exact electromagnetic eigenmodes

• Rigorous solution using exact eigenmodes

• Dependence of aerial-image contrast on 

absorber thickness

• Attenuating PSM effect in complex 2D layout



Exact electromagnetic eigenmodes

• Exact electrimagnetic eigenmodes are given by 

Botten et. al. for L/S structures:

– “The finitely conducting lamella diffraction grating”, 

Optica Acta, 28, 1087 (1981)

• These results are valid only for in-plane 

incidence, i.e. CRAO = 0

– The results for non-zero CRAO are very similar.



An eigenmode is a product of a 

function of x and a function of z:



Eigenvalue m

• m is found by solving an eigenvalue equation:

• m determines the wavelength and decay length of

the eigenmode in the Z direction:



Eigenvalues for 4-nm equal L/S, 4X mask
c = 16 nm, d = 32 nm, l = 13.5 nm, f = 12o.3422

r1 = 1.0, r2 = 0.883315 + 0.044277j



Eigenmodes for 4-nm equal L/S, 4X mask



Eigenmodes for 4-nm equal L/S, 4X mask



Vertical propagation of lowest eigenmodes in

an isolated 4-nm space, 4X mask

• Vertical propagation of the lowest eigenmodes reduces

shadowing and mask-side non-telecentricity effects, as

the following simulation shows:



Eigenvalues for 10-nm equal L/S, 4X mask
c = 40 nm, d = 80 nm, l = 13.5 nm, f = 4o.7323

r1 = 1.0, r2 = 0.883315 + 0.044277j



Eigenmodes for 10-nm equal L/S, 4X mask



Eigenmodes for 10-nm equal L/S, 4X mask



Eigenmodes for 10-nm equal L/S, 4X mask



Rigorous solution using

exact eigenmodes



Rigorous solution using exact eigenmodes

• Top surface of grating at Z = 0. Bottom surface at Z = -h

• Electric field in the three regions are expanded in eigenmodes

of the corresponding regions:

• Mp is the multilayer reflectivity for diffraction order p

• Four sets of unknowns: Rp, am, bm and Tp



Four boundary conditions

• Continuity of electric field at Z = 0:

• Continuity of magnetic field at Z = 0:

• Continuity of electric field at Z = -h:

• Continuity of magnetic field at Z = -h:

• Thus we can solve for the four sets of unknowns Rp, am, bm and Tp



Dependence of aerial-image contrast 

on absorber thickness:

4-nm L/S, 4X mask, NA = 0.95



Dependence of contrast on absorber thickness:

4-nm L/S

Excellent agreement between PSTD and eigenmode results



Top-surface fields (Z = 0)

• Just above the grating surface:

• Just below the grating surface:

Total up-going field

Individual up-going eigenmodes

• The total up-going field at Z = 0 consists of:
- Top-surface reflected field in absence of multilayer reflection

- Up-going eigenmodes due to multilayer reflection



Top-surface reflected field, 4-nm L/S

(in absence of multilayer reflection)

• Only the filtered field (red) goes through the 0.95NA pupil

|



Top-surface fields, 4-nm L/S

Absorber thickness = 95.8 nm

• At X = 24 nm, the n = 2 eigenmode field is approximately equal

to but 180o out of phase with the top-surface reflected field,

leading to almost zero at the position of aerial-image minimum.



Top-surface fields , 4-nm L/S

Absorber thickness = 100 nm

• At X = 24 nm, the n = 2 eigenmode field is approximately equal

to and in phase with the top-surface reflected field, leading to a

large value at the position of aerial-image minimum.



Top-surface fields , 4-nm L/S

Absorber thickness = 103.4 nm

• At X = 24 nm, the n = 2 eigenmode field is again approximately equal

to but 180o out of phase with the top-surface reflected field, leading

to almost zero at the position of aerial-image minimum.



• Standing-wave period in contrast curve is 7.6 nm

• This is equal to one-half of the wavelength of the n = 2

eigenmode (l2 = 15.2 nm)

• This is similar to a built-in attenuating PSM effect

Dependence of contrast on absorber thickness , 4-nm L/S



Dependence of aerial-image contrast 

on absorber thickness:

10-nm L/S, 4X mask, NA = 0.55



Dependence of contrast on absorber thickness:

10-nm L/S

Excellent agreement between PSTD and eigenmode results



Top-surface reflected field, 10-nm L/S

(in absence of multilayer reflection)

• Only the filtered field (red) goes through the 0.55NA pupil



• Eigenmodes n = 1 and 3

contribute to the peak

intensity

• Eigenmodes n = 2 and 4

contribute to the contrast

• As a result, standing-wave

period in the contrast vs

absorber-thickness curve is

not simply related to the

wavelength of any one

eigenmode.

Top-surface eigenmodes

10-nm L/S

Absorber thickness 96.1 nm



Attenuating PSM effect in complex 

2D layout



NA = 0.55, 8X/4X anamorphic optics, CRAO = 6o

Quadrupole source, sigma = 0.6/0.1, polarized or unpolarized

Nikon test mask with 10-nm features



Effect of absorber thickness:

100 nm vs 97 nm

• The 97-nm result has more background flare

than the 100-nm result.

• Shadowing and non-telecentricity are small

in the transverse direction but large in

the longitudinal direction.



Shadowing and non-telecentricity effects in 

longitudinal direction, 10-nm L/S, CRAO = 6o



Effect of polarization:

Polarized vs unpolarized

• The unpolarized result has less contrast than

the polarized result.

• Again, shadowing and non-telecentricity are

small in the transverse direction but large in

the longitudinal direction.



Summary

• In 4X binary EUV mask for printing 4-nm and 10-nm L/S, there exist 
low-loss electromagnetic eigenmodes:

– Vertical propagation in the mask structure greatly reduces 
shadowing and non-telecentricity effects, thus allowing the use of 
thick absorber layers.

• Standing-wave patterns in peak-intensity and contrast vs absorber-
thickness curves are due to interference between various reflected 
eigenmodes with the top-surface reflected wave:

– This is a built-in attenuating PSM effect in binary EUV masks.

– Absorber thickness must be chosen carefully (e.g. by simulation)

to obtain maximum aerial-image contrast.

• Moderately complicated 2D layouts with 10-nm features can be 
printed with EUV using NA = 0.55 and 8X/4X anamorphic optics:

– Shadowing/non-telecentricy in the transverse direction are not an 
issue, but they are still an issue in the longitudinal direction.

– Polarization may also be an issue for 10-nm features.


